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§ 1. Introduction 

Let f(zo, ... , zn) be a germ of an analytic function at the origin such 
thatf(O)=O andfhas an isolated critical point at the origin. We assume 
that the Newton boundary offis non-degenerate. Let Vbe the germ of 
the hypersurfacef,"I(O) at the origin. Let T*(f) be the dual Newton dia
gram artd let 2* be a simplicial subdivision. It is well-known that there 
is a' canonical resolution ~: V -+ V which is associated with 2* ([8]). How
ever the process to get 2* from T*(f) is not unique and a "bad" 2* pro
duces unneCessary exceptional divisors. The purpose of this paper is to 
study this resolution through a canonical simplicial subdivision. 

In Section 3, we will show that there is a canonical way to get a 
simplicial subdivision from T*(j). (Lemma (3.3) and Lemma (3.8» 

In Section 4, we will recall the construction of the resolution ~: V -+ V 
which is associated with a given simplicial subdivision 2*. 

In Section 5, we will study the topology of the exceptional divisors 
using the canonical stratifications. 

In Section 6, we will show the following: Assume that n=2. Then 
the resolution graph T of the resolution of V is obtained by a canonical 
surgery from SzT*(j) (= the two-skeleton of T*(f) which is considered as 
a graph by a plane section). Let P be a vertex of 2* such that LI(P) is a 
two-dimensional face of T(f). Then the genus of the exceptional divisor 
E(P) is equal to the number of the integral points in the interior of LI(P). 
The other exceptional divisors are rational. (See Theorem (6.1) of § 6.) 

In Section 7. we will study the fundamental group of the exceptional 
divisor E(P). Assume that n > 2 and LI(P) is an n-simplex. Then we will 
show that ~~(E(P») is a finite cyclic group and its order is determined by 
T*(f) (Theorem (7.3)). 

In Section 8, We will study the divisors of the exceptional divisor E(P) 
in the case of n= 3. 
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In Section 9, we will study the canonical divisors of the resolution 
space V and of the exceptional divisors E(P). (Theorem (9.1) and Theorem 
(9.2)) 

This paper consists of the following sections: 

§ 2. Newton boundary and the dual Newton diagram. 
§ 3. Canonical simplicial subdivison. 
§ 4. Resolution of V. 
§ 5. Topology of the exceptional divisors. 
§ 6. Surface singularities. 
§ 7. Fundamental group of E(P). 
§ 8. Exceptional divisors of the three dimensional singularities. 
§ 9. Canonical divisors. 

§ 2. Newton boundary and the dual Newton diagram 

Let f(zo, .. " zn) = L:. a.z· be the the Taylor expansion off where z· = 
zoo . .. z~" as usual. Recall that the Newton boundary ref) is the union of 
the compact faces of r +(f) where r + (f) is the convex hull of the union 
of the subsets 1J+(R+)n+l of Rn+l for IJ such that a.*O. For any (closed) 
face L1 of r(f), we associate a polynomial fiz) = L:.E4 a"z·. We say that 
f is non-degenerate on L1 if 

has no solution in (c*)n+l. We say that f is non-degenerate if f is non
degenerate on any face L1 of ref) ([9], [16]). 

Let N+ be the space of positive vectors of the dual space Rn+l;;;.Rn+l. 
We denote the vectors in N+ by column vectors. For any vector A= 
t(ao' •• " an) of N+, we associate the linear function A on r +(f) which is 
defined by A (x) = L:~=o a,x,. Let d(A) be the minimal value of A on r +(f) 
and let L1(A)={x e r +(f); A(x)=d(A)}. We introduce an equivalence 
relation - in N+ by A - B if and only if L1(A) = L1(B). For any face L1 of 
dimension k of r +(j), there is an equivalence class L1* which is defined by 
L1*={A e N+; L1(A)=L1}. Note that dim L1*=n-k. (The cone of L1* has 
the dimension n-k+ I). The collection of L1* gives a polyhedral decom
position r*(f) of N+ which we call the dual Newton diagram off. As each 
cell of r*(f) is a cone, we identify r*(j) with its projection on the hyper
planeL={xo+'" +xn=I}. We may assume that a vertexp=t(po," ',Pn) 
of r*(j) is a primitive integral vector. If P is strictly positive, i.e. p,>O 
for each i, L1(P) is a compact face of r(f). 
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Example (2.1). Let/(x, y, Z)=X4+y4+Z4+xyZ. Then r(f) has three 
two-dimensional faces and r*(f) is the following. 

u 

s T 

P=t(2, 1, 1) 

Q=t(l, 2, 1) 

R=t(l, 1, 2) 

S=t(l, 0, 0) 

T=t(O, 1, 0) 

U=t(O, 0, 1) 

We say that a polyhedral decomposition 2* of r*(f) is a simplicial 
subdivision if the following conditions are satisfied ([8], [20]). 
(i) 2* is a subdivision of r*(f) by the cones over the simplexes a= 
(Po, ... , P k) where Po, ... , P k are primitive integral vectors which can be 
extended to a basis of zn+l. The intersection of two simplexes is a 
simplex. Each boundary of a simplex is a simplex. 
(ii) Assume that r(fY is non-empty where 

r(fY ={x E ref); Xi=FO only if i E I} 

and I is a subset of {O, .. " n}. Then aI={P E N+; Pi=O if i is not in I} 
is a simplex. 

Remark (2.2). We can assume that r(f){i} is non-empty by adding 
monomials zf of sufficiently high degree, if necessary. In this case, the 

i 

vertices which are not strictly positive are Ei = teO, .. " 1, "', 0) (i = 0, 
.. " n). 

§ 3. Canonical simplicial subdivision 

Let Pi= t(POi' Pli' .. " Pni) (i= 1, .. " k) be given integral vectors of 
N+. We define a non-negative integer det (PI' "', PTc) by the greatest 
common divisor of all kXk minors of the matrix (Pit) and we call det (PI> 
.. " P k) the determinant of PI' ... , P Tc' 

Lemma (3.1). Let A = (a iJ) be a unimodular matrix. Then det (PI' 
"', Pk)=det(API, "', APTc)· 

The proof is an easy exercise of linear algebra. 
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Lemma (3.2). Let PI' "', P k be given integral vectors such that 
det (PI' .. " P k)= 1. Then there exist integral vectors P k + l, .. " Pn+1 such 
that det (PH' . " Pn+ l)= 1. 

Proof Let M be the subgroup of zn+l generated by PH .. " P k • 

Then by the structure theorem of a finitely generated abelian group, there 
is a subgroup M' of rank k such that McM' and M' is a direct summand 
of zn+l. Then the assumption det (PIO •• " Pk)= 1 clearly implies that 
M=M'. 

(I) Division of SzT*(f). 

Let P= t(PQ' .. " Pn) and Q= t(qo, .. " qn) be given integral vectors 
of N+. 

Lemma (3.3). Let c=det (P, Q) and assume that c> 1. 

(i) Any integral vector PIon the line segment PQ such that det (P, P I)= I 
can be written as PI=(Q+CIP)/c for some integer cl>O. CI is unique 
modulo c. 
(ii) There exists a unique CI such that 0 < CI < C. 

Proof By Lemma (3.1) and Lemma (3.2), we may assume that Q= 
to,O, .. ·,0). Then c is nothing but g.c.d. (PH' . " Pn). Let PI = AP+ 
pQ for A>O, p>O and assume that PI is an integral vector satisfying 
det(P, PI)=l. As det(P, PI)=p det(P, Q)=pc=l, we have p=l/c. As 
PI is an integral vector, }.pi E Z for i= 1, .. " n. This implies that A can be 
written as A=CI/C where CI is an integer such that cIPo+ I =0 modulo c. 
The last equation has a unique solution in 0 < CI < C as g.c.d. (c, Po) = 
g.c.d. (Po, .. " Pn) = 1. 

Remark (3.4). By the abuse of language, we say that PI is on the line 
segment PQ if PI = AP + pQ for some non-negative numbers A and p. 

Definition (3.5). Let PQ- be a line segment of S2T*(f) (= the two
skeleton of T*(f». We say that the sequence of primitive integral vectors 
PI' .. " P k is the canonical primitive sequence of PQ if the following con
ditions are satisfied. 
(i) If c=det(P, Q» 1, there are non-negative integers Ci (i=0, .. " k+ 1) 
such that 

and 
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(ii) If c= 1, n=2 and P and Q are strictly positive, k= 1 and PI =P+ Q. 
(This condition is to have a good resolution.) Otherwise k=O. 

The existence of the canonical primitive sequence is obvious by 
Lemma (3.3). 

Lemma (3.6). Assume that c=det (P, Q» 1 and let PI> .", Pk be 
the canonical primitive sequence of PQ. Let c, be as above and let m,= 
(C'_I+C'+I)/C, (i=l, '.', k). Then each m, is an integer such that m,~2 
and 

C 1 - =m1 - --------. 

C1 m2 -

1 

Proof We prove the assertion by the induction on k. Assume that 
k= 1. Then P1=(P+Q)/c. Thus m1=(c+O)/c1=c and c=(PJ+qJ)/PJ'. 
Assume that k>1. As P1=(Q+C1P)/c and P2=(Q+C2Pl)/C1, we have that 

Thus m1 is an integer and m1 > 2. As P2, ••• , P k is the canonical primitive 
sequence of P1Q, by the induction's hypothesis m, (i = 2, ... , k) are inte
gers greater than or equal to 2 and we have 

ml------~ 
1 C+C2 _~1~=~ 

1 

completing the proof of the first assertion. The second assertion is im
mediate from the equality ; 

Remark (3.7). By the same argument, the assertion of Lemma (3.6) 
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is true for every primitive sequence PI' ... , P k on PQ such that 
det (Pt , Pi +1) = 1 except that we have mi ~ 1 instead of mt ~ 2. They are 
canonical if and only if mi > 2 for i = 1, ... , k by the first expression of mi. 
In particular, Pit, ... , PI is the canonical primitive sequence of QP if and 
only if PI> ... , Pit is the canonical primitive sequence of PQ. 

(ll) Division of Skr*(f) (k>3). 

Lemma (3.8). Let L1 be a k-simplex with primitive integral vertices Pi 
(i=O, ... , k). Assume that c=det (Po, ... , Pit» 1 and det (Po, ... , Pit-I) 
=1. 
(i) Let R be an integral vector in the triangle L1 such that det (Po, ... , 
Pit-I, R)= 1. Then we can write 

for some non-negative integers co, ... , Cit-I. They are unique modulo c. 
(ii) There exists a unique R such that O~Ci<C for each i= 1, ... , k-l. 

Proof We assume that R= L:~=o diPi for non-negative rational 
numbers do, ... ,dlt • As det(Po, ••• ,PIt _ I,R)=l=cdlt , we have that 
dlt = 1. As det (Po, ... , R, ... , P k) is an integer and it is equal to dic, we 
can write di=ct/c for some non-negative integer and Ci is unique modulo c. 
To prove the existence, we may assume, by Lemma (3.1) and Lemma (3.2), 

It 

that Po=t(1, 0, .. ·,0), ... , Pk_l=t(O, ... ,1, ... ,0) and Pk=t(po, ... , 
Pit, 0, ... , 0). Then c is nothing but Pk. The integrability of R implies 

modulo c for i=O,···, k-1. 

Thus there exists a unique Ct such that O~Ct<c, completing the proof of 
Lemma (3.8). 

Remark (3.9). (i) Note that R divides L1 into k + 1 k-simp1exes 
(Po· .. , R, ... , Pit) with the respective determinant co, ... , Ck_1 and 1. 
(ii) If det (Po, ... , Pi-I, Pt + l, .. " Pk)<c, then Ct>O. In particular, R 
is not on the (k-l)-simplex spanned by Po, ... , Pi-I, PhI> .. ', Pk. 

Proof Assume that co=O for brevity's sake. Then det (PI' .. " 
Pit-I, R)=det (PI' ... , Pk)/c which implies that det (P" .. " Pit) is divisible 
by c. Thus det (PI' ... , Pk)=c. In this case, the subdivision of L1 is the 
cone of the subdivision of (k -1 )-simplex (PI' .. " Pit). 
(iii) Assume that Ci>1. As det (Po. "., Pk_t, R)= 1, det (Po, "', Pi-I> 
Pi+t, "', PIt_t, R)=1. Thus we can apply Lemma (3.8) to the simplex 
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(Po, .. " R, ... , P k) to divide it into smaller simplexes. Therefore by the 
induction on c we can subdivide A into k-simplexes with determinant 1. 
We call such a subdivision a canonical subdivision of A. By (ii), a ca
nonical subdivision is canonical on its faces. 

Now we consider the simplicial subdivision of T*(f). We first sub
divide S2T*(f) by the canonical primitive sequences. Assume that 
Sk-1T*(f) is subdivided into simplexes with the respective determinant 1. 
Let ~ be a (k-l)-dimensional cell of SkT*(f). We first subdivide ~ into 
(k-l)-simplexes ~l' •• "~' without adding any other vertices. We may 
assume that this subdivision is compatible with the subdivision of 
Sk_1T*(f). Assume that ~l> •• " gm-l are subdivided into simplexes with 
the determinant 1 so that they are compatible each other and compatible 
with the subdivision of Sk_1T*(f). Take ~m' If a (k-2)-dimensional face 
of A has determinant 1, we apply Lemma (3.8) to subdivide ~m into sim
plexes with determinant 1. In this process, no vertices are added on ~m n 
Sk_1T*(f) by Remark (3.9). We may also assume by Remark (3.9) that 
this subdivision is compatible with the subdivisions of ~l' •• " ~m-l' If 
the determinant of every face of ~m is greater than 1, we first take a can
onical subdivision of a (k-2)-face and take the cone subdivision of ~m and 
apply Lemma (3.8) to subdivide each of the simplexes. By the induction 
on m, we can subdivide ~ into simplexes with the determinant 1. Thus 
applying this argument to every (k-I)-cell of SkT*(f), we can subdivide 
SkT*(f) into simplicial complexes which are compatible with the sub
division of Sk_1T*(f). 

Remark (3.10). There does not exist a unique way to subdivide a 
k-cell into k-simplexes. See [8], [15] and [21] for further information. 

§ 4. Resolution of V 

Let! be an analytic function with an isolated critical point at the 
origin. We assume that! has a non-degenerate Newton boundary. Let 
1:* be a given simplicial subdivision of T*(f). For each n-simplex q= 

(Po, .. " Pn) where P j = t(POJ' ... ,Pn), we associate the (n+ I)-dimensional 
Euclidean space C~+l with the coordinate Ya=(Ya,o, .. ·,Ya,n) and the 
birational mapping ITa: C~+l-)ocn+l which defined by ITa(Ya)=(Zo, "', zn) 
and Zt=y~!g·· .y~!:. By the abuse of the notation, we write z=(Ya)a. 
Let X be the union of C~+l for q which are glued along the images of 7ru • 

Let IT: X-)oC n + 1 be the projection map and let V be the proper transform 
of V. It is well known that 7r: V -)0 V is a resolution of V where 7r is the 
restriction of IT to V ([8]). 

Let dt = dept) and At = A(Pi ). By the definition of the simplicial sub-
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division, we have 
n 

(4.1) n Lli={Q} 
i=O 

for some vertex Q of r(f). We define 

n 

gJi(y.)=!J,(fr.(y.))/ n y~;j' 
j~O 

By the definition, gJ.(Y.) is a function of n variables Y.,} U=/=i). If Pi is 
strictly positive, gJi is a polynomial with a non-zero constant. We can 
write 

n 

fr;!(y.) = n y~:J.(y.). 
i""O 

By the definition of V, V n C~+ 1 is defined by!. = ° and 

{yo E C~+I;f.(y.,o, "', Y.,n)=Y.,i=O} 

={y. E C~+I; Y.,i=gJ,(Y.)=O}. 

Thus if Pj is strictly positive, we have 

(4.2) 

if and only if dim Llj >0. 

Remark (4.3). Recall that Skr*(f) is the union of the cells of r*(f) 
whose dimension is less than or equal to k. (The dimension of a cell de
creases by 1 if we consider the projection into a hyperplane.) Note that 
P is in SJ*(f) if and only if dim LI(P);;:;; I. 

Corollary (4.4). Assume that an Sn r*(f) = </>. Then V n C~+ 1 C 
(c;)n+l. 

Let P be a vertex of S* such that dim LI(P);;:;; I and let a = (Po, .. " P n) 
be an n-simplex such that Pn=P. We define 

E(P; a)={y.; Y.,n=O, gJ(P)(Y.,o' .. ',Y.,n_l)=O}. 

E(P; a) is a smooth divisor of V n C~+ 1 in the neighbourhood of rr;;l(O) by 
the non-degeneracy assumption of the Newton boundary r(f). By the 
definition of rr., we have 

(4.5) rr.(E(P; a)) = {OJ if and only if P is strictly positive. 

Now we will study the gluing map between C~+1 and C~+l where 
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for i=O,"', n. 

Theny.=;T;I·;T,(y,)=;T.-l,(y) where a-Ir is the matrix A=(Aij)' Namely 
we have 

(4.6) (i=o, .. " n). 

In particular, if Qn=Pn=P, we have Ain=O except for i=n. Let A'= 
(Aij)O~i,j<n and lety;=(y"o," ·,y"n-I) and y;=(Y.,o,· ··,Y.,n-I)' Then 
y; = (y;Y and Y.,n = Y;~8' .. Y;~; and Ann = 1. Thus E(P; r) is birationally 
glued with E(P; a). Thus the union of E(P; a) for n-simplexes a such that 
a contains P as its vertices is a divisor of V and we denote this by E(P). 
If P is a strictly positive vertex, E(P) is a compact divisor such that rr(E(P)) 
= {O}. The topology of E(P) will be studied in the following sections. 

We say that vertices Po, .. " P k - I of };* are adjacent if there is an 
n-simplex which contains Po, .. " Pk - I as its vertices. 

Lemma (4.7). Let Pi (i=O, .. " k-1) be mutually distinct vertices of 
};* with dim LI(Pi)~ 1 for i=O, .. " k-1. We assume that Po is a strictly 
positive vertex. Then the intersection E(Po) n ... n E(Pk _ l ) is non-empty if 
and only if {Pi} (i=O, .. " k-1) are adjacent and dim n i LI(P;}:?1. 
n iE(Pi) is a compact manifold of dimension n-k. 

Proof Note that E(Pi) n C~+I is non-empty only if Pi is a vertex of 
a. Thus if LI= ntLl(pt) is non-empty, there exists an n-simplex a= 
(Po, .. " Pn)· We have 

Thus this is non-empty if and only if dim LI~ l. n i E(Pi ) is compact as 
it is a closed subspace of the compact divisor E(Po)' The smoothness is 
immediate from the non-degeneracy assumption of ru). 

It is easy to see that the divisor E(P) is connected if dim LI(P) > 1. 
However 

Lemma (4.8). Assume that P is a strictly positive and dim LI(P) = 1. 
Then E(P) has (r(LI(P)) + 1) connected components where r(LI(P)) is the 
number of the integral points of the relatively interior of LI(P). Each com
ponent is rational. 
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Proof We can find a simplex q=(Po' .. " Prj such that P=Pn and 
LI(Pt)::uJ(P) for i=O, "', n-2 and LI(Pn_l) is one of the boundary of 
LI(P). Let f4CP)(Z) = L:i,!J-atz>i where Vi (i=O, .. " r+ I) are the integral 
points on LI(P) in this order and ao and a7 + 1 are non-zero. Then E(P; q) 
is defined by Ya,n=O and g4cp)(Ya,n-I)=0. As the number of the integral 
points on LI(P) and on the support of g4Cp)(Ya,n-l) is equal, we may assume 
that 

7+1 

g4Cp/Ya,n-I)= L: atY!,n_I' 
t=O 

Thus the non-degeneracy assumption on LI(P) implies that E(P; q) is the 
disjoint union of r+ I (n-I)-dimensional planes 

where ei (i=O, .. " r+ 1) are non-zero and mutually distinct. As E(P) 
is a non-singular algebraic variety, this implies the assertion. We can 
directly see this as follows. Let -r = (Qo, .. " Qn) be an n-simplex such that 
LI(Qj):JLI(P) for j<s and Q.=P and LI(Qk) is a single point for k>s for 
some s. We can find a simplex (}=(Ro, .. " Rn) such that Rj= Qj forj<s, 
Rn=P and LI(Rk):JLI(P) for k<n-l. Watching the gluing map carefully, 
we can see that E(P; -r)cE(P; (}). Thus E(P) is covered by E(P; q) where 
q is of the above type. Assume that q and () are as above. Then the 
gluing matrix A = (Aij) of c~+ 1 and C;+ 1 satisfies Ain = ° for i < n and Ann = I. 
As {Po, .. " Pn- 2, Pn} and {Ro, .. " Rn_2, Rn} generate the same Z module, 
we have that ACn_l)i=O for i<n-I and ACn_l)(n_I)=e where e is I or -1 
according to whether Rn _ 1 is on the same side of Pn - I or not with respect 
to LI(P)*. Thus the component Ya,n-I=ei corresponds to the component 
Y~,n-I=et. Thus the union of E(P;q) for q is a disjointunionofr+l 
rational varieties as desired. 

§ 5. Topology of the exceptional divisors 

Let g(ul, .. " un) be a polynomial with support S(g). We say that 
g is globally non-degenerate ( = 0- non-degenerate in [20]) if the equation 

has no solution in (c*)n ror any face LI of S(g). In [17], we have proved 

Theorem (5.1). Let g be a globally non-degenerate polynomial. Then 
(i) x«c*)n_g-I(O))=( -I)nn! n-dim. volume S(g). 
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(ii) If the dimension of S(g) is greater than or equal to 3, ni( C*t
g-I(O») is afree abelian group of rank n+ 1. 

By the additivity of the Euler characteristics and (i) of Theorem (5.1), 
we have 

Corollary (5.2) ([20D. Let g be as above and let V*=g-I(O) n (c*)n. 
Then X(V*)=(-l)n+ln! n-dim. volume S(g). (Here n-dim. volume implies 
the n-dimensional volume.) 

In this section, we study the topology of exceptional divisors of the 
resolution 7t": fi' -+ V constructed in Section 4. Let a=(Po, .. " P k - 1) be a 
(k-l)-simplex of ~*. We define E(a)=E(Po, .. " P k - 1) by n ~::5 E(Pi ) 

and E(a)*=E(Po, .. " Pk-))* by E(a)- n Q*PiE(Q). We define J(a)= 
J(Po, .. " Pk-)= n ~::5 J(P i )· We fix a strictly positive vertex P such that 
dim J(P)-::?: 1. The collection of E(a)* for a which contains P as a vertex 
gives a canonical stratification of E(P). 

Theorem (5.3). (i) Assume that -c=(PO,PH •• "Pk - 1) be a (k-l)
simplex of ~*. Let a=(P, PI> .. " Pn) be an n-simplex such that rCa. 
Then 

X(E(-c)*) = ( -It-k+l(n-k)! (n-k)- dim. volume S(gdc.iy.». 

In particular, the Euler characteristic X(E(-c)*) is non-zero if and only if 
dim J(r)=n-k. 

(ii) The birational class of E(r) depends only on the coefficients off 
on J(-c). It does not depend on the particular choice of ~* either. 

(iii) X(E(P» = L;X(E(r)*) where the sum is taken for simplexes r 
which contain P. 

Corollary (5.4). (i) X(E(P)*)=(-lt+1(n+l)! (n+l)-dim. volume 
C(O, J(P»/d(P) where C(O, J(P» is the cone of J(P) with the origin. 

(ii) The birational class of E(P) depends only on the coefficients of 
f 011 J(P). If dim J(P) = r is smaller than n, there exists a compact alge
braic manifold M(P) of dimension r-l such that E(P) is birationally equi
valent to pn-rXM(p). 

The proof of Theorem (5.3) and Corollary (5.4) occupies the rest of this 
section. Let a=(Po, .. " Pn) be a simplex of ~* and let -c=(Po,' . " P k - 1). 
By the definition, E(-c)*CC~+1 and E(-c)* is equal to 

{(Y.,k,·· ·,Y.,n); gdC'/YU)=O and Y',J=FO for j>k}. 

The polynomial gJCc)(Y.) is defined by the equation 
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n 

fA(r)(rru(Yu» = IT Y~;ri) gJ(r)(Yu)' 
i=O 

Thus it is easy to see that gA(r) is globally non-degenerate as f is nOll
degenerate on LlCr). (Compare with Lemma (5.2) of [17]). Thus the 
assertion of (i) of Theorem (5.3) is immediate from Corollary (5.2). The 
assertion (iii) of Theorem (5.3) is also obvious by the additivity of the 
Euler characteristics. 

Assume that P=Po and dim LI(P)=n. Then E(P)* is defined by 

Yu,O=gA(P)(Yu,l, "',Yu,n)=O and Yu,i::\=O for i=1, "',n 

where 

n 

fA(p)(rru(Yu»= IT Y~;ri) gJ(P)(Yu). 
i=O 

Thus we have the equality 

(n+ 1)! volume C(O, LI(P» = (n+ 1)! volume C(O, S(rr;fJ(pJ) 

=(n+ 1)! volume S(gJ(p»d(P)j(n+ 1) 

=n! volume S(gJ(p»d(P). 

This proves the assertion (i) of Corollary (5.4). 
Now we prove (ii) of Theorem (5.3). Let 1:*, be another simplicial 

subdivision of r*(f) and let rr': V' ~ V be the associated resolution. We 
denote the exceptional divisors in this resolution by E'(P), E'(r) etc. Let 
a = (Po, ... ,P n) be a simple x of 1:* and let a' = (Qo, ... , Qn) be a simplex of 
1:*'. We assume that there is an integer k, O<k<n, such that ,d(r)=,dCr') 
and dimLl(r)=n+1-k where r=(Po, "', P k - 1) and r'=(Qo, "', Qk-1)' 
E(r) is defined in C~+l by 

E'(r') is defined in C~;H by 

where 

n 

gj(,')(Yu')= fw)(rr;,(yu,»/ IT y~!,~i). 
i=O 

By the assumption, the Z-modules generated by {Po, .. " P k - 1} and 
{Qo, .. " Qk-l} respectively are equal and they are equal to the submodule 
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of zn which is generated by the integral points of Closure (,1(1:)*). Therefore 
the matrix A=a-Ia' satisfies that Aji=O for j>k and i<k. Let A2 be the 
unimodular matrix defined by A =(A. ) Write C n + 1 as C k X cn+l-k 2 tj i,j"G.k· u u q 

and Y.=(YI, Y2) where YI=(Y.,O, .. ',Y.,k-I) andYz=(Y.,k' .. ·,Y.,n)' Simi
larly we write C~,+ I as C~, X C~, + 1- k and Y.' = (yi, y;). By the definition, 
we have 

for some integers a k , ••• , an' The last equality implies that the birational 
mapping cp: C~,+I-k~C~+I-k which is defined by Y2=(Y2.)A' induces the 
birational mapping of E'(a') and E(a). This completes the proof of the 
assertion (ii) of Theorem (5.3). 

Now we will prove (ii) of Corollary (5.4), Let P be a strictly positive 
vertex such that dim,1(P)=r and O<r<n. Let a=(Po, ••• ,Pn) be a 
simplex such that P=Pn - r and ,1(Pi):J,1(P) for i=O, ... , n-r-l. Then 
E(P)* is defined by 

which is isomorphic to (c*)n-rXE(po, "', Pn-r)*. Thus we can take 
E(Po' ••• , Pn - r ) as M(P). This completes the proof of Theorem (5.3) and 
Corollary (5.4). 

§ 6. Surface singularities 

In this section, we study the case n = 2 in detail. Let rr: V ~ V be the 
resolution of V constructed in Section 4. Let Ei (i= 1, .. " k) be the 
irreducible components of the exceptional divisor rr-I(O). The resolution 
graph r is defined in the following way. For each Ei , we associate a 
vertex V j with weight mi which is the self-intersection number of Ei in V. 
When Ei is not a rational curve, we also put the genus g(Ei) to Vi' If 
E j n E j is non-empty, we join Vi and Vj by a line segment. 

Recall that we identify S2r*(f) with a graph which is the hyperplane 
section of S2r*(f). Let ,1 be a two dimensional face of r(f). We define 
an integer g(,1) as the number of the integral points on the interior of ,1. 
Let B be a one dimensional face of r(f). Recall that reB) is defined as 
the number of the integral points on the interior of B. Our main result 
of this section is 
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Theorem (6.1). Let 7r: V -+ V be the resolution of V which is associated 
with l'*. Then we have 

(i) If P .is a strictly positive vertex of l'* such that dim L1(P) = 2, the 
genus of E(P) is g(L1(P)). 

(ii) If P is a strictly positive vertex with dim L1(P) = 1, E(P) is a dis
joint union of (r(L1(P)) + 1) copies of rational curves. 

(iii) Assume that l'* is canonical in the sense of (3.5). Then the re
solution graph is obtained by the following surgery of S2r * (f) : Let PQ be 
a line segment of S2r*(f) and assume that P is strictly positive. Let c= 
det(P, Q). Ifc>l, let c, be the unique integer such that P,=(Q+c,P)/c 
is an integral vector andO<c,<c. (Lemma (3.3)). Let 

1 

where each mi~2. We insert r(L1(P) n L1(Q)) + 1 copies of the following 
chain of rational curves 

between P and Q. If c= 1 and Q is also strictly positive, the above chain is 
-1 

replaced by -- . --. If c= 1 and Q is not strictly positive, we do 
nothing. Those vertices which are not strictly positive are omitted after the 
surgery. 

(iv) Assume that dim L1(P) = 2. Let Q" ... , Qs be the vertices of 
l'* n szr*(f) which are adjacent to P. Let P= '(Po, PI' P2) and Qi = 
'(qOi' q'i' qZi). Then the self-intersection number of E(P) is 

s 
- I: (r(L1(P) n L1(Qi))+ l)qJi 

i=l 

for any j=O, 1,2. 

Proof To prove (i) of Theorem (6.1), we need the following Lemma. 

Lemma (6.2). Let L1 be a compact convex polyhedron in R2 with integral 
vertices PI' ... , P k. Then 
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Ie 

2 volume L1=2g(L1)+ I: (r(L1.)+ 1)-2 
i=l 

Proof Step 1. Assume that k=3 and the integral points of L1 are 
PI> P2 are Ps• By a parallel translation if ne;;essary, we may assume that 
PI=t(O, 0). Then Pz and Ps are primitive integral ve;;tors as PiPj (i=f:=j) 
contains no other integral points than Pi and P j by the assumption. 
Assume that c=det (Pz, Ps» 1. Then by Lemma (3.3), there is a positive 
integer CI such that Q=(PZ+cIPS)/c is an integral point and 0<c1<c. 
ThusQ is an integral point of L1 and Q=f:=Pi for i= 1,2,3. This is a con
tradiction to the assumption. Thus det (P2, Ps)=c= 1. This implies 2 
volume L1 = 1. Thus the assertion is true for this case. 

Step 2. Assume that k=3 and that either r(L1I) or g(L1) is greater 
than 1. Then we can find an integral point pIon L1 so that L1 is divided 
into two or three triangles as in the following figures. 

It is easy to see that the right side of the assertion in Lemma (6.2) is 
additive under the above division. Thus the assertion is reduced to Step 
1 by a finite subdivision. 

Step 3. Assume that k>3. We prove the assertion by the induction 
on k. We assume that the assertion is true for polyhedra with k - 1 vertices. 
We divide L1 into two polyhedra by adding the line segment PIPk - 1 to L1. 
As the right side of the equality in Lemma (6.2) is also additive under this 
subdivision, the assertion is reduced to the induction's hypothesis. This 
completes the proof of Lemma (6.2). 

Let P be a strictly positive vertex of S2r*(f) such that dim L1(P) = 2. 
Let L1. (i= 1, .. " s) be the boundaries of L1(P) and let Q. (i= 1, .. " s) 
be the vertices of 2* n szr*(f) which are adjacent to P and L1(P) n L1(Qi) 
=L1,. Let a=(P, Pz, Ps) be any 2-simplex of 2*. Then by Theorem (5.3), 
we have 

X(E(P)*) = -2 volume S(g4(P) 
Ie 

= -2g(S(g4(P)- I: (r(L1.) + 1)+2. 
i=l 
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Here we used the fact that g(LI)=g(S(gJ(P)) and r(LI,)=r(S(gJ,» etc. By 
Theorem (5.3), we have 

k . 

X(E(P» = X(E(P)*) + .L; X(E(l'., Q,» 
i=l 

which is equal to -2g(LI(P»+2, completing the proof of (i) of Theorem 
(6.1). The assertion (ii) of Theorem (6.1) is immediate from Lemma (4.8). 

We assume now that 2* is canonical. The assertion about the graph 
is obvious by Section 4 except the assertion about the self-intersection 
numbers. Let -.FQ- be a line segment of S2r*(f) such that P is strictly 
positive. (Then dim LI(P)=2.) Let 

be as in Definition (3.5). Then PQ has k vertices P, (i= 1, .. " k) which 
are inductively defined by 

where Po=P and Pk+1=Q. Let (J,=(Pi, Pi +1, Ri) be a fixed two simplex 
of 2* for each i=O, .. " k. We know that E(Pi) is the union of r(LI(P) n 
LI(Q» + 1 disjoint rational curves. We consider the holomorphic function 
lpj = rr*zj on V for fixed j. Let P, = t(POi' Pli' P2') and Ri = t(rOi' r li , r2i). 

Then in the chart C;" 

( ) _ypjt Pjt+lyTj, lpj yq, - ."0Y.,,l .,,2' 

Thus we get 

k+l 

(lpJ)= .L;PjiE(Pi)+D 
i=O 

where D is a divisor which does not intersect with E(Pi ). By Theorem 
(2.6) or [10], we have 

(6.3) 

which implies 

Pji-1E(Pi-1)· E(Pi) + Pj,E(P,)2+ pji+1E(P,). E(P'+I)=O 

for i= 1, .. " k. We can write E(P,) = U ~=l EiB (r=r(LI(P, Q»+ 1) so that 

if s=t 
if s=l=t. 
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As E(pt_l)·E(Pt)=r(£1(P, Q»+ 1, we obtain from (6.3) that 

- E:. =(PJi-1 + Pjt +1)/Pji 

which is equal to mt where m t is as in Lemma (3.6). The case where c= 1 
and P and Q are strictly positive can be treated in the same way. This 
proves (iii) of Theorem (6.1). The assertion (iv) of Theorem (6.1) can also 
be proved by the same argument using the equality (cpj).E(P)=O. 

In practice, the following is more convenient to compute g(E(P». 

Corollary (6.4). Let P be a strictly positive vertex of 2* with 
dim £1(P) = 2. Then 

2-2g(E(P»=~ volume C(O, £1(P» + .t(r(£1t)+ 1) 
d(P) t~l 

where a£1(p) = £11 U ... U £1k • 

Now we give several examples of the resolution. 

(I) Pham-Brieskorn variety 

Letf(x,y,z)=xao+ya'+zaz where at>2. Let d=g.c.d.(ao,a1>az) 

and let ri = g.c.d. (at_I, at+I)/d where ai+s=at • Then r.(i=O, 1,2) are 
mutually coprime and we can write 

(6.5) (i=O, 1,2) 

for some integers at (i=O, 1,2). szr*(f) is as in Figure (6.6). 

S 

Q~------....::::obR 
Figure (6. 6) 

Here p=t(roalaz, r1aOa2, rZaOa1), Q= t(1, 0, 0), R=t(O, 1,0) and S=t(O, 0, 1). 
Thus the resolution graph is star-shaped and all the vertices are rational 
except possibly E(P). This is well known by [18]. By Theorem (6.1) and 
Corollary (6.4), we have 

Lemma (6.7). The genus of E(P) is 
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d{drorlr2-(ro+rl +r2)}/2+ 1. 

In particular, E(P) is rational (assuming rO~rl <r2) if and only if 
(i) d=ro=r1= lor 
(ii) d=2, rO=rl =r2= 1. Note that (i) and (ii) are equivalent to 
( i )' a2 is coprime with ao and a1 or 
(ii)' g.c.d. (ai' a j )=2!or i=Fj, (Compare with [3].) 

Example (6.8). Let (ao, ar. a0=(2, 3, 5). Then P=t(15, 10,6). The 
following are necessary data for the surgery. 

(1) PQ: det(P, Q)=2 and (P+Q)/2=t(8, 5, 3). 
(2) PR: det (P, R)=3 and (R+2P)/3 = t(lO, 7, 4) and 3/2=2-1/2. 
(3) PS: det(P, S)=5 and (S+4P)/5=t(12, 8, 5) and 

5 
-=2 
4 

1 
1 2------:-

1 2--
2 

E(P) is rational by Lemma (6.7) and _E(P)2 is (8+ 10+ 12)/15=2. Thus 
the resolution graph is: 

-2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 

-2 
Example (6.9). Let (ao, aI' a2)=(2s, 3s, 5s). Then we have the same 

dual Newton diagram. E(P) has genus (s-l) (s-2)/2 and -E(P)2=2s. 
Each branch of the resolution graph is replaced by s copies. 

(ll) Tp , q,T singularities ([1]) 

Let !(x,y,z)=xP+yq+ZT+xyz where 1/p+l/q+1/r<1. T*(f) 
has three strictly positive vertices P = t(po, PI' P2), Q = t(qo, ql' qz) and R = 
t(ro, r1> r2) which correspond to yq+ZT +xyz, ZT +xP+xyz and xP+yq+xyz 
respectively. They satisfy 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 

Plq=P2r=PO+Pl+P2 

The dual Newton diagram is as follows. 
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u 

S~--------____ ~T 

where S=t(1, 0, 0), T=t(O, 1,0) and U=t(O, 0,1). It is easy to see that 
the genera of L1(P), L1(Q) and L1(R) are zero. As det (P, S) = g.c.d. (PI> pJ 
= 1 by (6.10). Similarly we have that det (Q, T)= 1 and det (R, U)= l. 
Note also that r(L1(P, Q»=O, r(L1(Q, R»=O and r(L1(R, P»=O. Thus by 
Theorem (6.1), we have 

Proposition (6.13). The resolution graph of Tp,q,r is a cyclic chain of 
rational curves. 

is 
Example (6.14). Let (p, q, r)=(3, 4, 4). Then the resolution graph 

blow· down 
) 

§ 7. Fundamental group of E(P) 

Let P be a strictly positive vertex of a fixed simplicial subdivision 2* 
and we assume that n>2 and L1(P) is an n-simplex of r(f), i.e. L1(P) is 
spanned by (n+ I)-vertices. In this section, we will show that the funda
mental group of E(P) is a finite cyclic group whose order is independent 
of the choice of 2*. First we show 

Lemma (7.1). Assume n > 2. Let q = (P, QI> ... , Qn) be an n-simplex 
of 2*. Then the inclusion map j: E(P; q)*-?(c:)n induces an isomorphism 
of the fundamental groups where (c:)n={yu E C:+ 1 ; Yu,o=O and Yu,(=/=0for 
i =/=O}. 

Proof When we move the coeffi.r.ients off on d(P) keeping the non-
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degeneracy condition, then the corresponding exceptional divisor E(P) 
moves diffeomorphically. Thus E(P)* also moves diffeomorphically. 
Thus we may assume that 

n 

gj(P)(Yq,J, .. " Yq,n)=c+ L: aiY:' 
i=l 

where c and ai (i = 1, .. " n) are non-zero. Here 0 and Pi (i = 1, .. " n) 
are the vertices which span S(gj(P))' We consider the weighted homogene
ous polynomial h(yu) = L:~~Jaiy~i. Then we have a canonical fibration 

h: (C*?-h-I(O)--+C* 

and E(P)* =h- I( -c). In Theorem (5.3) of [17], we have proved the map 
b: (c*)n-h-l(o)--+(c*)nXC*, which is defined by b(Yq)=(Y., h(Yq)), in
duces an isomorphism of the fundamental groups. Compared with the 
exact sequence of the homotopy groups of the above fibration, the assertion 
is now immediate from Theorem (5.3) of [17]. 

Let '1'=(P, QI' .. " Qn) be an n-simplex of l'*. We say that '1' is good 
if dim .d(Qi) > 0 for i= 1, .. " n-l. Let ~=(P, R I, .. " Rn) be any n
simplex and assume that dim.d(Ri»O if and only if i-;:;"k. It is easy to see 
that there is a good p-simp1ex ~ = (P, R. I, .. " R.n) such that R.i = Ri for 
i= 1, .. " k, By the definition of E(P; ~), we have the inclusion E(P; ~)c 
E(P; ~). Thus we need only good simplexes to calculate 7rJ(E(P)) through 
the Van Kampen theorem. 

Let '1'=(P, QI' .. " Qn) be a good simplex of l'* and let e"i (i= 1, 
.. " n) be the canonical generators of 7rJ(E(P; '1')*)~7rJ«c*)n)~zn. Note 
that e"i (i= 1, .. " n-l) are trivial in 7r1(E(P; '1')) because E(P; T) n 
{Y"i=O} is non-empty. Thus we get 

(7.2) 

where Z is generated by e"n' 
We fix a good simplex '1'=(P, QJ' .. " Qn) from now on. For a vertex 

Q of l'*, we define A,(Q) by the determinant of the matrix (P, QI' ... , 
Qn -I' Q). The main theorem of this section is 

Theorem (7.3). 7rJ(E(P)) is a finite cyclic group of order d where d is 
the greatest common divisior of {A,(Q)} where Q is adjacent to P in l'* and 
dim .d(Q) > O. d is independent of the choice of l'*. 

Proof Let ~=(P, R I, .. " Rn) be a good simplex of l'* and let A= 
(Aij) be the gluing matrix. Namely Ri= L:j~OAjiQj for i= 1, .. " n. Note 
that An,i=A,(Ri). Let ee,i(i=I, ... ,n) be the canonical generators of 
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7r1(E(P; ';)*). Through the gluing map, e"i corresponds to :6j~IAjier,j' 
As e"i is trivial in 7r1(E(P; .;)) for i= 1, .. " n-l, we have 

(7.4) 

where d, is the greatest common divisor of A,(Ri ) for i= 1, .. " n-1. 
For any vertex of 2:* which is adjacent to P and dim L/ (Q»O, there is a 
good simplex (J such that Q is a vertex of (J. Thus the first assertion of 
the theorem is immediate from the above argument. 

Now we prove that d is independent of the choice of 2:*. Let PI' .. " 
Pn + 1 be the vertices of r*(f) which correspond to n-dimensional faces of 
F(i) which are adjacent to L/(P) i.e., aL/(p) = U ~,;;; (L/(PJ n L/(P)). Let 
Bij be the n-dimensional cell of r*(f) which contains P and P k for k such 
that k-:::j=i,j. Note that L/(R) = L/(P) n {n k*i,jL/(Pk)} for any vertex R of 
Interior (Bij) and dim L/(R) = 1. We can take a good simplex r=(P, QI' 
.. " Qn) such that QI' .. " Qn-I E Closure (Bn_I,I) and 

(7.5) i=I," ',n-l 

where aij and b i (i= 1, .. " n andj~i) are non-negative rational numbers. 
As det (P, QI' .. " Qi)= 1 for 1 ~i~n, we can easily see by the induction 
on i that 

By (7.6), aii (i= 1, .. " n) are independent of the subdivision 2:*. Let Q 
be a primitive integral vector of 2:* with dim L/(Q) > 1. 

By (7.5) and (7.6), we have 

(7.7) A,(Q)=det(P, QJ> ... , Qn-I, Q) 

=det (P, PI' .. " Pn- I, Q)/det (P, PI' .. " Pn- I). 

The last equality says that A,(Q) depends only on Q. Let ';ij = (P, R I, 
.. " Rn) be a good n-simplex such that Rk E Closure (BiJ for k= 1, .. " 
n-1. Then any integral vector Q on Bi }, which is not necessarily a 
vertex of 2:*, is contained in a Z-submodule generated by P, RI , •• " Rn _ l • 

Thus the ideals in Z generated by {A,(RI), .. " A,(Rn _ l )} and by {A,(Q) 
for all integral vectors Q E Bij} respectively are equal. Thus the second 
assertion of the theorem is immediate from (7.7). This completes the proof 
of Theorem (7.3). 

Corollary (7.8). Assume that L/(P) is an n-simplex. Then the first 
Betti number of E(P) is zero. In particular, the irregularity of E(P) is also 
zero. 
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Example (7.9). Letf(z)=zgo+ ... +Z~3. Let p=t(po, ... ,Pa) be the 
weight vector off T*(f) has four other vertices Po=t(l, 0, 0, 0), "', Pa 

= teo, 0, 0, 1). Let 2* be a simplicial subdivision of T*(f) and let 1: be as 
in the proof of Theorem (7.3). Let P~ be the vertex of 2* which is on the 
line segment PPi and P} is adjacent to P. Then P} can be written as 

P}=(Pi+ciP)/det(P, Pi) 

=(Pi+ciP)/g.c.d. {Pj ;j*i} 

where Ci is a non-negative integer (Lemma (3.3)). By (7.7), A'(PD= 
det (P, Po, PI' PD/det (P, Po, PI)' Thus we have 

A,(PD=Pa/g.c.d. (P2' Pa) g.c.d. (Po, PI' Pa) 

A,(PD=P2/g.c.d. (Pz, Pa) g.c.d. (Po, PI' pz). 

As Pa/g.c.d. (h Pa) and P2/g.c.d. (Pz, pg) are coprime, we have that d= 1. 
Namely 

Proposition (7.10). The central divisor E(P) of the Brieskorn variety is 
simply connected. 

The following example shows that 7r1(E(P)) is not trivial in general. 

Example (7.11). Letf(z) = I:~~o(z~zi+lzi+z+Z}l) where Zi+4=Zi and 
n=3. T(f) has five compact 3-dimensional faces which are the support 
of I:~~OZ~Zi+IZt+Z and I:~~IZ;+iZj+i+IZJ+i+Z+z}l+zY+a (j=0, ·.·,3). The 
corresponding vertices in T*(f) are P, Po, .. " Pa where P= t(l, 1, 1, 1), 
Po=t(1, 2,3,1), PI=t(l, 1,2,3), Pz=t(3, 1, 1,2), Pa=t(2, 3,1,1). For 
example, 

is a weighted homogeneous polynomial of degree 11 by the weight Po. 
Geometrically, P is at the barycenter of Po, ... ,Pa. As det (P, Pi) = 
det (P, Pi' P j )= 1 for any i=/=j, we do not need any other vertices on the 
triangles T(P, Pi' Pj) to get a simplicial subdivision 2*. We take't= 
(P, Po, PI> R) where R=(Pz+2Po+3PI+2P)/5=t(2, 2, 3, 3). As A,(Pz) = 
A,(Pa) = 5 and A ,(Pi) =0 (i=O, 1), we have that d=5. Therefore 7r1(E(P)) 
~Z/5Z. 

§ 8. Exceptional divisors of the three dimensional singularities 

In this section, we will study the topology of exceptional divisors 
E(P) of the three dimensional singularities. Thus we assume that n=3. 
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Let P be a strictly positive vertex of I: * (f) such that dim LI(P) = 3. Let 
LlI> •• " LIs be the two-dimensional faces of LI(P) and let B 1, •• " B q be 
one-dimensional faces of LI(P). Each B k is an intersection of two of Llj. 
Assume that Bk=Lli n Llj. Then this implies that LIt, LlteSt where st 
is the closure of Bt = {Q; LI(Q) = B k}' Let Pi be the unique vertex of Lit 
which is adjacent to P. Let n, ... , Tic! be the vertices on St which are 
adjacent to P and not on Lit and Llj. See Figure (8.1). 

Figure (8.1) 

Definition (8.2). Let ck=det (P, Pi' Pj)' We say that n, .. " T;;k 
are canonical at P if Tk is inductively defined by 

(8.3) 

where 

(8.4) 

and Ck,O=Ck, n=pi, Ck,>k=l. See Lemma (3.8). For a vertex Q of I:* 
with dim LI(Q) 2:: 1, we define a divisor C(Q) of E(P) by C(Q) = E(P) n E(Q). 
This is non-empty if and only if Q is adjacent to P. Let {a, b} be a pair 
of integers such that O;;;;a<b;;;;3. Let p=t(po, .. ·,P3) and Q=t(qo' "', 
q3)' We define [P, Q[a,b by (a, b)-minor(Paqb-Pbqa) of 4 X2 matrix (P, Q). 

Theorem (8.5). (i) C(Tn is a union of r«B k) + 1) copies of rational 
curves and the genus of C(Pi) is g(Lli)' 

(ii) The Euler characteristics X(E(P» is equal to 

s q 

24 volume C(O, LI(P»fd(P)-2 L: g(Lli)+2s+ L: l.Ik(r(B k)+ 1). 
i~l k~l 

(iii) Let Tk (t= 1, .. " l.I.) be the vertices on st as above Let -nl 
be the self-intersection number of a component of C(TD and let 
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TJc=(PJ+Ck,lPt+dk,lP)/Ck 

where ck=det (P, Pt, P j ). Then we have that nm ;:;::: 1 (m= 1, .. " lJk) and 

1 
n.k 

(iv) Assume that {Tn (t= 1, .. " lJ.) are canonical sequence in the 
sense of Definition (8.2). Thus Ck,l=Ck,l' Then nz;:;:::2. In particular, lJk 
and {nz} (/= 1, .. " lJk) are determined by Ck and Ck,l through the continuous 
fraction representation of Ck/Ck,l' 

(v) The self-intersection number C(Pt)2 is equal to 

- 2:: (r(P, Pt, Q)+ 1)IP, Qla,b/IP, Ptla,b 
Q 

where the sum is taken for Q such that (P, Pt, Q) is a simplex of 2* and 
dim L1(P, Pt, Q» 1 and reP, Pt, Q)=r(L1(P, Pt, Q)). (We assume that a, b 
are so chosen that IP, Ptla,b:;t:O). 

Proof Let u=(P, Pt, TJc, R) be a 3-simplex of 2*. (If lJk=O, TJc 
should be replaced by P j .) Then we have seen in Section 4 that C(Pt) is 
defined by gdiYu,2, Yu,s)=O. Note that C(Pt)· C(TJc) consists of reB k)+ I 
points which are solutions of gd,(O, Yu,s) =gs.(Yu,s) =0. Thus we have 

X(C(Pt))=X(C(Pt)*)+ 2:: (r(Bk) + 1). 
J{::::>Sk 

The first term is equal to 

by Lemma (6.2) and Theorem (5.3) (i) and the invariance of the number 
of the integral points on a polyhedron by a unimodular matrix. Thus we 
have that X=2-2g(L1t) which says that the genus of C(Pt) is g(L1t). The 
rationality of C(Tt) is derived by a similar argument or Lemma (4.8). Now 
the assertion (ii) is immediate from the additivity of the Euler characteristic 
and Corollary (5.4). 

Now we study the self-intersection numbers of C(Tk). Let n 
(/=1, "', lJk) be as in Figure (8.1). By Lemma (3.8), we can write 

(8.6) 
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for 1= 1, .. " J.ik where l\,o=Ck and Ck,Vk= 1. Here ck,z>O but dk,z might 
be a negative integer in general. We consider the meromorphic function 
CP=7r*(ZNZ~b) on E(P). Let Gz=(P, n-l , n, R z) be a 3-simplex of 2*. 
Then it is easy to see that 

3 

CP(Ya,) = n y~:,j 
i=I 

where 

which implies that 

:Jk+ 1 

(cp)= .z= IP, nla,bC(TD+D 
z~o 

where D is a linear sum of C(Q) for which C(Q) n C(T;;') is empty for 
m= 1, .. " J.i k • (T2=P j , nk+l=Pj .) As (cp). C(T;;') =0 (Theorem (2.6) 
of [10]), we have 

(8.7) IP, T;;'-lla,bC(T;;,-I). C(T;;')+IP, T;;'la,bC(T;;'Y 

+IP, T;;'+l la,bC(T;;'+ I) . C(T;:n) = 0 

for m=l, "', J.ik' As C(T;:n) has (r (B k) + 1) components, (8.7) implies 

On the other hand, (8.6) implies that 

We prove the assertion (iii) by the induction on J.i k • 

(a) Assume that J.i k= 1. Then the assertion is immediate from (8.8) 
and (8.9). 

(b) Assume that J.ik> 1 and 

Ck,l -n _ 1 
--- 2 

Ck ,2 n3 -

1 

Then we have 
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1 

From (8.9), we can obtain the equality 

(8.10) 

which implies that 

Thus nm;;;; 1 and 

which proves the assertion. 

Now we prove the assertion (iv). Assume that i\,m=Ck,m and 

Then by (8.8) and (8.10), we have 

which implies nm >2, proving the assertion. The assertion (v) is also easily 
obtained by the equality (SO)· C(Pi)=O. 

§ 9. Canonical divisors 

Let IT: V -+ V be the resolution of V associated with };*. In this sec
tion, we study the canonical divisors K of V and Kp of E(P) respectively. 

(I) The canonical divisor K of V. 
Let ft: X-+C n +! be the projection map constructed in Section 4. Recall 

that V is a complex submanifold of codimension one of X. Let w' be a 
meromorphic n-form on a neighbourhood of the origin of C n +! such that 

It is easy to see that the restriction w of w' to V is a meromorphic n-form 
which does not depend on the choice of w'. We denote w by dzo/\' .. /\ 
dzn/dJ We want to know the local expression of the meromorphic n-form 
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n*(w) on V. Let a=(Po, "', Pn ) be an n-simplex of X* and let Pi = 
t(POi' .. " Pni)' Then we have 

fi:*(dzoA··· Adzn) = det (PiJ)ll Y~~idyq,oA'" AdYq,n 
i=l 

fc*(df)=d(fi:*f) 

=4}~V~;fi) fq(yq)] 

=d[IT y~;f')]fq(yq)+ IT y~;f')dfq· 

Herefq=O is the defining equation of V in C~+I. We get a meromorphic 
n-form wq on C~+l by taking the "residue": 

Wq =fi:;(dzoA· .. Adzn)Ifi:;df 

= IT y:;f')(dYq,oA' .. AdYq,nldfq) 

where a(Pi)=IPil-d(Pi)-l. As we have the equality: 

we can easily see that the restriction of wq to V is equal to n;(w) by the 
above property. Note that dYq,oA· .. AdYq,nldfq is a nowhere vanishing 
n-form on vn C~tl. Thus we obtain 

Theorem (9.1). K=(w) = I:p a(P)E(P) where a(P)=IPI-d(P)-1 
and the sum is taken for the vertex P E X* such that dim LI(P) > O. 

Corollary (9.2). The coefficient a(P) of K does not depend on the 
choice of X* which contains P as a vertex. 

By applying Theorem (9.1) to Theorem (1.5) of [5], we can calculate 
the signature of the Milnor fibre F of f in the case of n = 2 from the 
Newton boundary r(f). 

It is well-known that the canonical divisor K of the minimal resolu
tion n: V ---+ V of the isolated surface singularity satisfies that - K> 0 
where the equality holds only for rational double points. For a hyper
surface singularity of dimension 2 with a non-degenerate Newton bound
ary, this can be proved by the following corollary. 

Assume that n = 2 and let P = t(PI' P2' P3) be a strictly positive vertex 
of X* such that dim LI(P) = 2. Then 
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Corollary (9.3). Let P be as above. Then a(P»O if and only if 
.d(P)-::)S(h) where h is one of the following weighted homogeneous poly
nomials and S(h) is the support of h, up to a permutation of the coordinates. 

(Ak) 

(D k) 

(£6) 

(i) X2+y2+ Zk+! 
(ii) x2+y2+2yza (k=2a-l) 
(iii) xa+xY+Zk+! 
(iv) xa+xy+yzb (k=ab-I) 
(v) xY+Xa+!Zb+zc (b<c, k=c-I) 
(vi) xy+xazc+yztl (a>O, k=ad+c-I) 
(vii) xy+xazb+XCztl (O<c<a, O~b<d) 

(i) X2+ yz2+ yk-! (k>3) 
(ii) x2+ y3+ Z3 (D4) 
(iii) x2+yz(z+2ytl) (k=2d+ I) 
(iv) x2+2xya+yz2 (k=2a+ I) 

( i) x2+ y3+ Z4 

(ii) x2+ y3+2xz2 

(£7) X2+y3+yz3 

(£8) x2+ y3+ Z5 

(M) 
(i) X2+yb(ytl+Z), b<d+2 
(ii) x2+3xya+ybz, b<a+1 

(N) xya+ybzc(ytl+ze), d>(a-I)e. 

Proof Assume that a(P»O. By Theorem (9.1), a(P»O if and 
only if IPI>d(P). Note that IPI is the degree of the monomial xyz by 
the weight P. Thus .d(P) contains no vertices (i,j, k) such that i,j, k>O. 
We assume thatp!>pz,P3. 

(I) Assume that (1, 1,0) (or (1, 0, I)) is on .d(P). It is easy to see 
that any 2-simplex, which contains (1, 1,0) and has a strictly positive 
weight, is one of (i) -(vii) of (Ak). Note that (ii) -(vi) reduces to (i) by 
suitable changes of coordinates. For example, 

(iv): x a +xy+ yzb =xa+ y(x+ Zb) = (X - Zb)a + Xy =X(Y + ... )+ 
( _1)azab. 

(vi): xy+xazc+yztl =y(x+ztl)+xazc=Xy+(x_ztl)azc=x(y + 
... )+( _l)azab+c. 
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(vii) is reduced to Al of two variables by 

Thus we assume that neither (1, 1, 0) nor (1, 0, 1) are on LI(P) from 
nowon. 

(II) Assume that (m, 0, 0) E LI (P). Then d (P) = mpl < I P I implies 
that m = 2 or 1. m = 1 is omitted as V =1-1(0) is non-singular in this case. 
Thus m=2. 

(1) Assume that LI(P) contains two integral points (0, b+d, c) and 
(0, b, c+e) for b, c>O, d, e>O. This corresponds to ybzc(yd+ze). Note 
that (2,0,0), (1, 1, 1) and (0,2,2) are colinear. We may assume that 
b~c. By the assumption that a(P»O, we have 

c<2 and d(2-c»e(b+d-2). 

The following cases are possible. 
(i) c=l, b=l, e=l 
( ii) c = 1, b = 1, d = 1, 
(iii) c=O, e= 1, b<d+2, 
(iv) c=O, e=2, b= 1 
(v) c=O, b=O, d=3, e=3, 4,5 (or e=3, d=3, 4,5). 

(i) corresponds to (iii) of (D k ): x2+yz(2yd+Z)=X2+Y(Z+ydy_y2d+l. (ii) 
is reduced to (i) by changing y and z. (iii) corresponds to (i) of (M). (iv) 
corresponds to (i) of (Dk)' (v) corresponds to X2+ y3+ ze (e=3, 4, 5) which 
are (ii) of (D k ), (i) of (E6) and (E8)' 

(2) Assume that LI(P) contains only one point on the (y, z)-plane. 
As dim LI(P) =2, we may assume that (1, a, 0) and (0, b, e) are on LI(P) 
and e>O. As (0, 2a, 0) is on the plane which is spanned by LI(P), we can 
use the discussion of (1) (c=O, d=2a-b) to see that a(P)?:O if and only 
if (iii)' e= 1, b<a+ 1, or (iv)' e=2, b=O, or (v)' e=2, b= 1, or (vi)' c=O, 
b=O, a=2, e=3. (iii)' corresponds to (ii) of (M) and note that x2+2xy" 
+ybZ=(X+y")2_ y2"+ybZ. (vi)' corresponds to (ii) of (A k). (v)' corre
sponds to (v) of (D k ), (vi)' corresponds to (ii) of (E6)' 

(3) Assume that LI(P) contains no point on the (y, z)-plane. Then 
LI(P) contains (1, a, 0) and (1,0, m) for some a, m> 1. Thus the plane 
generated by LI(P) contains (0, 2a, 0) and (0, 0, 2m). Thus we can use (1) 
to conclude that there is no such LI(P). 

(III) Assume that LI(P) does not intersect with the x-axis. As PI > 
P2' P3 and d(P)<a(P), we may assume that (1, a, 0) is on LI(P) with a> 1. 
Then it is easy to see that there is no point (1,0, m) on LI(P). Thus there 
are two integral points (0, b+d, c) and (0, b, c+e) on LI(P) such that 
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b, c~O and d, e>O. We need the condition: 

PI+aPz=(b+d)pz+cps, 

andpI+ap2<PI+P2+Ps' This is equivalent to d>(a-l)e which corre
sponds to (N), completing the proof of Corollary (9.3). 

(II) The canonical divisor Kp of E(P) 

Now we consider the canonical divisor Kp of the exceptional divisor 
E(P) for a fixed P. Let a=(Po, .. " Pn) be a fixed n-simplex of 2* where 
Po=P. Let C~={yq E C~+l; Yq,o=O}. E(P) is defined by gq(Yq,l, .. ',Yq,n) 
=0 where 

n 

(9.4) gq(Yq,l ... , Yq,n) T1 Y~;ril = fACP)(7rq(Yq»· 
i=O 

We consider a holomorphic n-form Wq on E(P) n C~ which is the restric
tion of an n-form OJq on C= which satisfies 

(9.5) 

It is easy to see that W q is nowhere vanishing and W q does not depend on 
the choice of OJq • For brevity'S sake, we write 

Wq=dYq,lA··· AdYq,n/dgq. 

Let r=(Qo, ... , Qn) be another n-simplex such that Qo=P. Let 
Qi=L,'j~OAjiPj for i=l,·· ',n and let A=(Aji ) (1~i,j~n). Then we 
have 

(9.6) (i=O, ... , n) 

AOO = 1 and Ajo=O for j>O. By a similar calculation as in (I), we have 

n 

(9.7) dYq,IA· .. AdYq,n=det (A) T1 y~,'t dY"lA· .. AdY"n 
i=l 

n 

(9.8) gq(Yq)= T1 Y~~ig,(y,) 
i=l 

where .Bi= L,j~lAji -1 and 7i =d(Qi)- L,'j~od(Pj)Aji' Let Aq = n j~oLl(Pj)' 
Then Aq is a vertex of r(f) and we have 
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and w, be the restriction of W, to E(P) n C: where 

n 

w,= L:y~,ii(dY"JA· .. AdY"n/dg,). 
i=l 

By (9.6), (9.7) and (9.8), 

w,Adga=dYa,JA· .. AdYa,n 

on E(P) n C,n n c<n. Thus we get W<=Wu on E(P) n c<n n C~. Therefore 
the collection of {w<} defines meromorphic n-form w. Note that Aji depends 
only on (1 and Qi' Thus we obtain 

Theorem (9.9). Kp=(w)= L: a(Q)C(Q) where the sum is taken for 
every vertex Q of 2:* which is adjacent to P and dim J(Q) > 1. C(Q) is 
defined by E(P) n E(Q) and 

a(Q)=Q(Aa)-d(Q)+ ± 2lQ)-1 
j~l 

where Q= L:j~OAj(Q)Pj' 

Remark (9.10). Assume that n = 3. C(Q) is a smooth curve of genus 
g(J(P) n J(Q)) if dim (J(P) n (Q))=2. If dim (J(P) n (Q)) = 1, C(Q) has 
r(J(P) n J(Q)) + 1 connected components. Each component is a rational 
curve (Theorem (8.5)). 

Example (9.11). Let n=3 andf(z) be L:~~O(Z~Zi+IZi+2+zil) as in Ex
ample (7.11). Let P='(1, 1, 1, 1). P corresponds to the homogeneous 
part of degree 7. There are 4 branchesPPi in r*(f) at P where Po= 
'(1,2,3,1), PI='(1, 1,2,3), P2='(3 1 1,2) and P3='(2, 3,1,1). As 
det (P, Pi' P j)= 1 for i=l=j, we need no vertices on rep, Pi' Pj)' Let (1= 
(P, Po, PI' R) where R=(P2+2Po+3P1+2P)/5='(2, 2, 3, 3). Thus the 
affine equation of E(P) in C; is 

By Theorem (9.9), we have Kp= -C(P2)+2C(P3). By Theorem (8.5), we 
have that C(Pi )2=1 for i=O, ",,3 and C(P2)·C(P3)=1. Thus K~=1. 
On the other hand, C(P i ) is a curve of genus 2 by Remark (9.10). There
fore the Euler characteristic X(E(P)) is 

3 

X(E(P)) = X(E(P)*) + L: X(C(Pi))-L: X(C(Pi ) n C(P j )) 
i=O i*j 

=25-8-6= 11. 
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By Noether's formula, we get pg=O. 
with q=pg=O and ",,(E(P))~Z/5Z. 
([19], [13]). 

Thus E(P) is an algebraic surface 
E(P) is called a Godeaux surface 
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